CHANGES IN BULLETIN NO. 1072 (ISSUE 2)

PARTS

REGENERATOR UNIT AND PANEL

The 80708 cable clamp and 74986 screw have been replaced by a 111343 cable clamp and 1169 screw.

On RED10 regenerator units, the 90020 contact bracket (assembly) is replaced by a 107180 contact bracket (assembly) which consists of the same component parts except that the 90022 lever is replaced by a 107179 lever.

The following parts which were inadvertently listed as part of the MUL6 motor unit (assembly) should be omitted:

1100  Pilot Screw
104451  Lock Washer
6746  Screw
8330  Washer
2191  Lock Washer
7661  Adjusting Lever
61047  Stop
8222  Wearing Strip

The 78205 resistors, 1000 ohms each, listed as part of the 91592 resistor bracket (assembly) should read:

"72064 resistors - 1000 ohms each."